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BACKGROUND: LBSL is a mitochondrial disorder caused by mutations in the mitochondrial aspartyl-
tRNA synthetase gene DARS2. Clinical presentation varies from severe infantile to chronic, slowly
progressive neuronal deterioration in adolescents or adults. A distinctive brain MRI shows
hyperintensities in periventricular cerebral white matter, brainstem, and spinal cord, and MRS
demonstrates increased brain lactate. Most patients are heterozygous, harboring one splice defect in a
hotspot in intron-2, resulting in partial expression of the full-length protein. OBJECTIVES: We present the
clinical and molecular characterization of two patients with a novel DARS2 mutation and functional
studies on patients’ fibroblasts. METHODS: A skin biopsy was used to establish fibroblast culture.
Western blot was performed for DARS2 protein levels and RT-PCR for mRNA. Lactate was measured in
culture media. Mitochondrial ROS was determined by flow cytometry, oxygen consumption rate (OCR) by
Seahorse bioanalyzer and mitochondrial morphology by fluorescence microscopy. RESULTS: An 8-year-
old boy was referred due to headaches and abnormal MRI, suggestive of LBSL. Genetic testing revealed a
previously reported c.492+2T>C mutation and a novel c.228-17C>G in the intron-2 hotspot in the
proband and well as in his asymptomatic 4-year-old sibling, who was found on a follow-up to have
abnormal MRI. Fibroblasts from both patients showed decreased expressions of DARS2 mRNA and
protein. RT-PCR results suggested skipping of exon 3 in the father and the two patients. Mitochondrial
dysfunction was demonstrated by significantly decreased spare respiratory capacity, as well as elevated
lactate and mitochondrial ROS. Fluorescence microscopy demonstrated significantly lower mitochondrial
intensity, shorter mitochondrial length and smaller size of mitochondrial network in both patients,
indicating fragmented mitochondria. CONCLUSIONS: We present a new family affected with LBSL and
describe a novel mutation in the DARS2 intron-2 hotspot. The proband in this family presented only with
headaches, despite findings of extensive white matter disease in the brain and spine. Moreover, a
younger asymptomatic sibling was ascertained only due to molecular testing, while he also had extensive
white matter lesions. Our in-vitro results confirm the expression of the disease in fibroblasts and expand
on the nature of mitochondrial dysfunction in LBSL, providing additional metrics for future therapeutic
interventions.
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